
See, understand 
& mitigate your risk
Real-time risk-management platform



The problem
Day-to-day lapses in risk-management standards 

exposes your business to preventable losses.

Employee is 
conducting a 

hot works task 
on site

EXAMPLE SCENARIO Is the area clear of 
flammable material?

Are the fire doors 
secure?

Is the employee 
qualified for this task?

Are fire extinguishers 
present?



The solution: xRisk
xRisk is a risk-management tool that enables you to 
see, understand and mitigate risks and issues in real 
time, reducing the likelihood of major incidents.

Analytics dashboard
See how well you’re 

managing your risk with 

detailed analytics.

Mobile app
Empower your workforce to 

monitor your business risk in 

real time.

Task management portal
Target your risk-management 

tasks to smartphone app users 

across your business.



Empower your workforce to monitor your business risk in real time.

Is the area clear of 
flammable material?

Are the fire doors 
secure?

Is the employee 
qualified for this task?

Are fire extinguishers 
present?

Risk management mobile app



Empower your workforce to monitor your business risk in real time.

Risk management mobile app

Raise issues in real time

Receive tasks instantly

Combat issues within minutes

In-app access to risk management steps

Reduce administration and duplication of effort



Remotely manage risk activity

Respond immediately to issues raised via the 
smartphone app, before they become costly

Decrease business interruption with recurring 
risk management activity

Make data driven decisions

Task management portal

Target risk-management activities across your business 



See how well you’re managing your risk with detailed real-time analytics

Demonstrate the risk quality of your business by 
proving how well you manage your risk

Understand your overall risk-management activity, 
as well as comparing the performance of individual 
sites or assets

Monitor your risk-management performance across 
your business and drill down into individual locations

Benchmark against similar businesses

Upload files linked to specific locations

Analytics dashboard



Digitally record, monitor and demonstrate your risk-
management activity

Reduce insurance premiums and access more insurance markets 
by proving the quality of your risk

Instantly access a historical record of activity for audit purposes

Encrypted cloud storage ensures your data is secure

Summary




